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The USD Index spent the beginning of the period 

pent in between the 100.0 and 100.5 points marks, 

but managed to break into higher levels following 

the US elections results. As the Republicans’ victory 

roused expectations for a more pro-business policy, 

the USD Index settled around 100.7 points and held 

the level throughout the day. Its sharpest spike took 

place on Thursday, as the combined effect of falling 

US jobless claims and the dovish tone of the ECB’s 

press conference pushed the index 0.4 points up and 

above the 101.0 points mark. On Friday, however, 

the index pulled back, weighted by the disappointing 

nonfarm payrolls data and the strengthening Loonie, 

and finished the period with a 0.5% gain over the 

base value. 

The USD Index continued to show strong performance 

throughout the period, ending up among the top 

three gainers for the third week in a row. The 

Greenback grew the most against the yen, which 

remained feeble after the BoJ announced the increase 

of monetary stimulus on October 31, and the Aussie, 

whose index went into the sharpest downfall against 

the background of the strong dollar and decrease in 

metal prices. Among other USD Index counterparts, 

the Loonie’s gauge posted the highest spike on Friday, 

as Canadian job creation data reported a 43.1K rise 

against the expected 5K fall.   
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The week started with two rather calm days for the 

Greenback – the minor volatility spikes were observed 

after higher-than expected manufacturing PMI release 

on Monday and Tuesday’s factory orders. Nevertheless, 

Tuesday was turbulent for the Pacific currencies, 

especially for the Kiwi – its volatility index reached the 

week’s maximum of 3.0 points after the release of 

optimistic news on employment. Wednesday was 

marked with moderate values above the average 

volatility level as services PMIs on EU countries and US 

were released. The news from Pacific region on 

Thursday morning caused moderate turbulence, while 

the announcement of surprisingly positive change in 

Canadian employment on Friday prompted the period’s 

last volatility peak. 

The week was relatively calm for the Greenback 

with only 28% portion of elevated volatility. 

Moreover, the greatest peaks of the USD Volatility 

Index were associated with news from its peers’ 

economies. The market volatility was on its average 

historical level – elevated volatility was observed in 

31% of time. The highest peaks of both market and 

USD volatility indexes – 2.5 and 2.23 points, 

respectively – were reached on Thursday, against 

the background of ECB press conference on 

monetary policy, while the EUR Volatility Index 

reached the 4.5 level. Thus, the ECB statement 

became the most turbulent event of the week. 
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Currency Significance 

The USD significance measure started the week on 

its maximum level of 0.63, but almost immediately 

began to gradually decrease. By Tuesday afternoon, 

the measure dropped to its minimum value of 0.37, 

but promptly recovered with the lower-than-

expected US trade balance and reached the mean 

correlation level. The next drop occurred on 

Wednesday and was caused by the low US non-

manufacturing PMI. Thursday was rather turbulent 

for the measure, and it spent the day in the range of 

0.48-0.61. The bunch of the US news on November 

7 contributed to the 0.09-points fall of the 

composite, and the measure ended the period on 

the level of 0.48. 

The overall level of the USD correlation decreased 

slightly compared with the previous period, and the 

significance measure held at the 0.51 mark on 

average. Most of the components’ mean values also 

lost about 0.04 – 0.17 points of their previous 

readings. In turn, EUR/USD correlations with AUD/

USD and USD/SEK grew by 0.08 and 0.1 points, 

respectively. Surprisingly low Swedish industrial 

production data caused the strengthening of the 

bond between USD/SEK and most of the other USD 

pairs. Compared with the long-term values, all 

components showed the upward trend.  
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Confidence Intervals for Next 24 Hours 
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Violin Plot 

Violin Plot is a combination of a Box Plot 

and rotated Kernel Density Plot 

EXPLANATIONS 

Methodologies 

Volatility Index 

Confidence Interval 
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
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